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Planting the seed

rimm

Brownseed's new retail venture aims to give farmers more choices in GMO-dominated crop world

B

AY CITY — As
farmers head to the
fields this spring,
many will fill their planters with genetically modified seed stacked deep with
traits designed to enhance
yield.
But a growing number of
producers, not wanting to
buy traits they don't need,
are opting for conventional,
single-trait hybrids that are
just as productive.
Charlie Brown, president
of Brownseed Genetics in
Bay City, aims to tap into
that growing niche market.
"We're trying to offer
farmers a choice," Brown
said.
The Pierce County-based
Brownseed — with five
full-time and 20 part-time
seasonal employees — is
home to one of the only
remaining breeding programs for conventional
hybrids in the northern
Corn Belt.
Five years ago, Brown
sold his company's retail
share internationally.
arm to NuTech in order to
"For a little company, we
focus on corn breeding.
act like a much bigger one,"
That work has paid off
Brown said.
with new, high-yielding
hybrids proven in thirdYears in the making
party trials, and the comCB Seed represents
pany is getting back into
decades
of planning with
retail with a new business
a
watchful
eye on market
model, CB Seed.
trends, Brown said.
CB Seed offers convenSince Brownseed started
tional hybrids and select
traits in corn, soybeans and 100 years ago with Brown's
grandfather, the family's
forages to farmers in the
mission statement has
north-central U.S. Many
always been, "We aren't
CB Seed products have no
successful until our growers
bioengineered traits.
While seed will be avail- are successful."
Work on CB Seed began
able for this growing seain
2000; a 2006 fire set
son, the full launch is set
their
research back about a
for 2012, Brown said.
year.
"What we have are
"We saw a tremendous
all finished commercial
opportunity
for high-yieldhybrids; all the research is
ing, high-value hybrids and
done," Brown said.
varieties, so we made the
For Brown, the boxes
decision to once again sell
of seed packets in a small
archive room at Brownseed through retail channels,"
Brown said.
headquarters represent the
In recent years he has
best of crop breeding's past
seen potential for conand its future.
ventional, early corn and
He said the company's
extensive breeding program has fielded inquiries from
growers worldwide. Other
looks first at yield, then
countries haven't adopted
at other plant characterisGMO crops as quickly as
tics important to today's
the U.S., he said.
farmers.
Brownseed has yearRigorous testing goes
round testing sites around
into producing a single,
solid hybrid, he said. Out of the globe — in South
America, northern Africa
500 new hybrids the comand Ukraine — but the
pany screened this year, it
focus
remains on Midwestmight get 15. The company
ern
farmers.
has 100 lines in its permaIn Bay City, line developnent culture.
"You need numbers to do ment is the priority. Brown
said they likely will outthis work," he said.
source hybrid- and founBrownseed has its sights
set on being a major player dation-increase efforts in a
in the high-oil corn market couple of years.
Their main business
for livestock and biofuels
and in organic corn, being
model involves licensing
a licenser of conventional
seed germplasm to other
and value-added crop germ- companies, with a focus
plasm to seed companies in on 100-day, early-maturity
the northern Corn Belt, and conventional corn.
holding a significant market
"Hardly anyone is doing

Above: Tim McKim of Confluence Marketing in Red Wing, Minn., left, and Brownseed
Genetics President Charlie Brown sorted through seed packets in Brownseed's archive
nursery. Left: Charlie Brown, president of Brownseed Genetics, is leading the company's
retail launch of CB Seed. CB Seed-labeled bags are set for official release later this year.

this type of early-maturity,
conventional breeding anymore," he said. "We thought
conventional corn was
going to become extinct."
CB Seed primarily will
be sold through distributors in Wisconsin, Minnesota, the Dakotas, Iowa and
Illinois.
Brown said the company
aims to help farmers profit
through premium products,
while saving them money.
"The premium reduces
the effect of price swings
on a grower," he said.
"There's a tremendous
upside. It's a steady market.
We don't see this as coming
and disappearing."
About a half-dozen companies supply 90 percent of
the corn germplasm in the
U.S., Brown said.
"The trend is for them to
want to put as many traits
in a bag of seed as they
can," he said, adding that
he's not against transgenic
traits, which are "wonderful
if used properly."
But many farmers find
themselves paying for traits
they don't need.
"Most seed products
today contain numerous
bioengineered traits, so
farmers pay for features
they just don't often need,"
he said. "Third-party trials have shown that farmers
don't have to sacrifice yield
when they plant seed with
fewer traits, but there aren't
many options available for
them. CB Seed gives farmers a choice."
Merlin Krupke, a farmer
in Paynesville, Minn., has
grown and sold seed for
Brown for many years.
Last year he chalked up
$100,000 in seed sales.
"I like them because
you're dealing with the

president on a first-name
basis, and if we want something, we can tell him and
he'll grow it for us," said
Krupke, who has 500 acres
of corn and raises dairy cattle and hogs.
When Krupke wanted
Roundup Ready seed corn
with just rootworm control
and not corn borer, Brown
grew 58 bags of seed in
Chile just for him so he'd
have it for spring planting.
Krupke said a lot of area
farmers have been eager for
Brown to re-enter the retail
seed business because conventional corn is hard to get
and they like supporting a
small firm.
"All his stuff is good,"
he said. "A lot of (farmers)
don't like these big companies with their high technology fees."
A bag of conventional
seed is about $120 to $130,
compared with $300 to
$400 for some deeply
stacked varieties, Krupke
said.
Brownseed also has
entered the relatively
small organic corn market through a licensing
agreement with American
Organic, and the Bay City
plant is certified organic.
Brown serves as vice chairman of the American Seed
Trade Association's organic
seed committee.
To assure growers their
organic and non-GMO conventional corn has very low,
if any, adventitious, or accidental, presence of GMO
proteins, Brownseed and
BioDiagnostics of River
Falls have partnered to offer
Purity Plus production and
testing standards.
Purity Plus is on pace to
launch nationwide this year,
Brown said.

High-oil market growing
Brown said his company's longtime focus on
high-oil corn is paying off
through international sales.
Their high-oil and highprotein corn — sold as
Value Plus — contains as
much as double the oil content of other varieties.
With about 7 percent oil,
Brownseed's high-oil corn
can offer producers about
a 60-cents-per-bushel premium, Brown said.
Demand for high-oil,
high-protein corn is especially high in the poultry
industry, where corn makes
up 90 percent of the diet,
Brown said.
"Monogastrics can really
take advantage of that,"
he said. "When we can
increase efficiency by 5
percent of 90 percent, we're
really doing something. It
drops right to the bottom
line for the grower."
The company is working with a major grain handler to ship high-oil corn
to broiler operations in the
Mideast. Brownseed plans
to sell a half-million bushels as part of a pilot project
this year, with potential for
5 million bushels.
Dairy producers also like
high-oil corn for the energy
it adds to rations, Brown
said.
"Feed costs used to not
be a factor," he said. "Most
people that try it are return
business, and the market
is steadily growing. We
offer the ability for the
farmer to grow their energy
themselves."
The company is advancing its high-oil corn
research in Chile, which
has a temperate climate that
mimics that of the Midwest.

Brownseed
events
Brownseed Genetics
is planning a breeders'
showcase for Sept. 15
at the headquarters
near Bay City.
The Brown family will celebrate its
100th anniversary in
the seed business
with a Sept. 10 open
house.
Food, jazz, a "detassler reunion," a
horseshoe-pitching
contest and a heritage hybrid garden are
being planned.
For more information, call 715-5943355 or visit www.
cbseed.com .

Research there this spring
is set to provide 250 hybrids
for screening here, Brown
said.
Brown said they also
have been working the past
few years to expand their
presence in the biofuels
industry, but progress has
been slow because of the
ethanol industry's reluctance to invest due to tight
profit margins.
"The blending credit this
spring has helped," he said.
Brownseed recently introduced a Sidekick production system, which allows
producers to plant high-oil
corn and traditional corn,
then blend them.
"There's a tremendous
market," Brown said. "It
lowers the bar of acceptance and is a way for farmers to ease into it."
Heidi Clausen can be
reached at clausen@
amerytel.net.

Breeders partner to invest in conventional corn research
Farmers spoke, and seed companies are listening.
Demand for better conventional
corn hybrids has prompted several
midsize crop breeders to form a
new consortium to facilitate and
pay for research.
In 2009, Brownseed was among
charter members of the U.S. Testing Network, which evaluates public and private corn germplasm in
development for the organic and
non-transgenic grain industry.
The USTN is a reincarnation of
an old testing network that went
by the wayside several years ago.
Members provide corn for testing,
testing sites nationwide and financial support.
Coordinator Sarah Carlson of
Practical Farmers of Iowa said
the USTN meets a need in the
industry.
"We see these farmers coming
to us and saying, 'I'm interested in

For more information about
the U.S. Testing Network,
contact Sarah Carlson at
515-232-5661, ext. 305, or
sarah@practicalfarmers.org .

trying some conventional hybrids
again and going back to it.'
They're worried about weed resistance and soil micronutrients," she
said. "Farmers with 2,500 acres
are coming to us and asking about
those; that's shocking to me."
Carlson said the USTN's cooperative nature is unique in the cutthroat seed industry.
"We decided to work together
to be stronger and competitive
in the marketplace," she said.
"It's in their best interest to work
together."
The USTN has grown from 26
testing sites in 2009 to 37 sites

last year in 11 states, including
Wisconsin and Minnesota, Carlson said. Testing is mostly done at
universities.
Germplasm is tested against
other non-GMO varieties and
those containing GMOs.
The USTN has 29 members,
including five universities, 10 seed
retailers, two nonprofits, seven
private-breeding programs, two in
the sustainable agriculture industry and two farmer cooperators.
"This provides the platform for
these people to get together, look
at each other's corn and talk,"
Carlson said. "These companies
see a big opportunity to not just
offer a new product that was an
old product 20 years ago but an
improved version."
The main objective is to bring
germplasm that breeders have
been working on in small plots
into the marketplace, she said.

"Everything has gone traits
and these larger companies," said
Brownseed Genetics President
Charlie Brown, who serves on the
USTN steering committee. "All
the information is basically generated in-house; you get what they
release for research."
While the GMO crop industry
has been well-funded the past 15
years, Carlson said, non-GMO
crops haven't been. That's where
the USTN comes in.
"There are still farmers out
there who don't want to grow
GMOs or feed them to livestock,
and organic farmers," she said.
The USTN has a budget of
$50,000 to $60,000 that is halffunded through in-kind donations.
"We have gone from zero to
potentially millions of dollars,"
Brown said. "It's pretty exciting,
actually."
Carlson said she's been
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impressed by the quality of varieties tested so far, and many have
out-yielded GMO corn.
In recent yield trials in Wisconsin, Brownseed conventional
corn has performed just as well
as transgenic corn, taking several
of the top-five slots for yield in
northern growing zones in 2010,
Brown said.
Plot yields were as high as
263 bushels an acre for commercially available, conventional
hybrids from CB Seed, while an
experimental hybrid yielded 269
bushels.
The USTN's startup has been
paid for through a grant. Within
the next few years it should be
able to operate off membership
dues, similar to a nonprofit, and a
part- or full-time manager will be
hired, Carlson said.
Field days are offered each
summer in Wisconsin and Iowa.

